
Resistance Meter for Ultra-low 
and Low Shunt Resistance

The  and Resistance HiTESTERs can measure DC resis-
tance such as a low shunt resistance with high speed and high accuracy using the 

accuracy of ±1%. The resistance meters provide advanced contact-check, com-
parator, and data export functions. In addition, its intuitive user interface and 
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Shunt Resistance Meters 
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(when SLOW and average 16 times for only

Maximum accuracy for each resistance value

-
-

A pulse application function that applies current only during mea-
-

tance measurement values. In addition, the maximum measure-
ment current of 1 A, a thermal electromotive force cancellation 
function, and an ultra-low noise measurement circuit minimize the 
variation in the measurement values.

The scaling function can correct the differences in the measure-
-

current detection resistor for low resistances such as a shunt resis-
tance.

-

settings for the comparator.

Thermal EMF occurs at the contact point of different metals. This 
voltage affects measurements, and if large enough, can cause mea-
surement errors. The offset voltage compensation function mini-
mizes the effect of thermal EMF to maintain measurement accu-
racy. Particularly when measuring shunt resistances and low 

maintain accuracy.
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-
port to the external interfaces. (RS-232C: 2 ms and GP-IB: 1 ms) 

-

frequency),

11
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Tolerance: ±10% ±0.2 ms

Contact Improver and Check Functions

Select contact-check and make other adjust-
ments to ensure accurate measurement and the 

measurement values is minimized.

.

The Voltage Monitor function detects large voltage fluctuations due to 
changes in current terminal contact resistance or noise from mechanical 

values.

-

when not measuring.

Reducing contact errors can increase productivity and quality. The intensi-
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Note: Company names and Product names appearing in this catalog are trademarks or registered trademarks of various companies.

Accuracy = ±(% rdg. + % f.s.)
(f.s. = calculated 1,000,000 dgt., where 0.001% f.s. = 10 dgt.) 

1A

20Vmax
1A

100mA
0.012+0.003 0.012+0.002 0.012+0.001 100mA
0.010+0.003 0.008+0.002 0.008+0.001 10mA
0.009+0.003 10mA
0.008+0.003 1mA

Four-terminal, constant-current DC
 22-mm BNC female jacks

 Auto-range setting according to com-
parator reference or upper threshold setting.

 Manual range setting

two-terminal measurements)
Internal or External
Fast, Medium, and Slow

*2

period)
 = Set to allow for mechanical delay of trigger 

ms
 re-

sponse (each range independently), from 0.0 to 100.0 ms

to 32 times), scaling, statistical calculations, key-lock, 

-
put, auto-memory

voltage monitor

80% RH or less (non-condensating)

80% RH or less (non-condensating)

Between all mains supply terminals and protective 
ground, interfaces, and measurement jacks 

(11.81 in) D (without projections)

 (Accuracy guaranteed for 1 year, Post-adjustment accuracy guaranteed for 1 year)

 After 30-minute warm-up time.  

(Built in GP-IB interface)

ordering.
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